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COLLECTION 162: Evangelical Booklets, Pamphlets, Tracts and Other Material

Administrative Information

Title:
   Evangelical Booklets, Pamphlets, Tracts, and Other Material

Collection Identifier:
   CFT00162

Creators:
   Various

Size:
   30 Boxes

Repository:
   David Allan Hubbard Library
   Fuller Theological Seminary
   135 N Oakland Ave
   Pasadena, CA 91182
   archives@fuller.edu

Provenance:
   Unknown

Conditions Governing Access/Restrictions:
   Scholarly use with parameters of copyright law

Language:
   English

Processing:
   Unknown

Finding Aid Revisions:
   Andrew Wong, August 2018
Scope and Contents
A collection of Evangelical Christian ephemeral material used in churches and parachurch organizations to spread the Gospel message. Most of the material is from the mid-20th century. Some materials date from the late 1800s.

Subjects:
- Conversion—Christianity
- Ephemera
- Evangelistic work

Arrangement
This collection is organized into 30 boxes consisting of 4 series as follows:

Series 1: Tracts (Boxes 1-7)
Series 2: Booklets (Boxes 8-20)
Series 3: Material Donated by Gary Flokstoka (Boxes 21-26)
Series 4: Special (Boxes 27-30)

Box Inventory
Boxes 1-7: Tracts (Series 1)
Boxes 8-20: Booklets (Series 2)
Boxes 21-26: Material Donated by Gary Flokstoka (Series 3)
Boxes 27-30: Special (Series 4)
- Box 27. Older Material
- Box 29. Patricia Pickard Tracts
- Box 30. Joyful Sound Publications